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Abstract. This paper proposes a new joint parametric and nonparamet-
ric curve evolution algorithm of the level set functions for medical image
segmentation. Traditional level set algorithms employ non-parametric
curve evolution for object matching. Although matching image bound-
aries accurately, they often suffer from local minima and generate in-
correct segmentation of object shapes, especially for images with noise,
occlusion and low contrast. On the other hand, statistical model-based
segmentation methods allow parametric object shape variations subject
to some shape prior constraints, and they are more robust in dealing with
noise and low contrast. In this paper, we combine the advantages of both
of these methods and jointly use parametric and non-parametric curve
evolution in object matching. Our new joint curve evolution algorithm
is as robust as and at the same time, yields more accurate segmenta-
tion results than the parametric methods using shape prior information.
Comparative results on segmenting ventricle frontal horn and putamen
shapes in MR brain images confirm both robustness and accuracy of the
proposed joint curve evolution algorithm.

1 Introduction

Image segmentation or automatically extracting useful information of anatomic
structures plays an important role in medical image analysis. In literature, var-
ious methods have been proposed for image segmentation using either explicit
or implicit curve descriptors. Typical explicit descriptors include generic de-
formable templates [1,2] and free form active contours [3] wherein points along
the curves are used to represent object shapes. In these methods the energy
functions or evolution forces are calculated based on the image data along a de-
formable curve, in order to drive it to the desired location in the image. Implicit
curve descriptors are generally parameterized by arc-length [4,5]. One of the
typical methods using implicit curve descriptor, known as the level set method
[6], has become very important in computer vision due to its advantages such as
parameter-free representation of curves and easy handling of topology changes.
Active contours based on the level set methods can ideally detect any arbitrary
smooth object shapes by minimizing image boundary-based energy functions
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[4,5,7]. However, they are generally sensitive to image noise and often stuck in
local minima when the image contrast is low, since they rely on image boundary
features and do not use any shape constraints. Compared to the boundary-based
energy functions, region-based energy functions that utilize regional image sta-
tistics inside and outside the contours [8,9] often yield relatively robust segmen-
tation results, since regional features are normally more stable than boundary
features. However, these region-based energy functions estimate image region
features by highly restricted shape models, and they can not guarantee correct
segmentation of object shapes, especially for partly occluded images. Therefore,
similar to active contours, using both region and boundary-based image features
in level set models is often inadequate to segment complex and variable object.

On the other hand, deformable template or model-based shape matching
methods have received more attention to process globally high-level informa-
tion of object shapes. One important property of the model-based approach is
that the variability of object shapes is captured from training samples and acts
as the shape priors. The shape prior information can be used to both paramet-
ric and non-parametric curve evolution. In parametric models, Cootes et al. [1]
applied the principle component analysis (PCA) to model the distribution of
object shapes. Leventon et al. [7] extended geometric active contour evolution
[4] by using a statistical shape model. In level set curve evolution, Tsai et al. [9]
proposed to parameterize the level set energy function with respect to shape and
pose parameters, and performed curve evolution parametrically via updating the
shape and poses parameters constrained by the statistical parametric model ob-
tained using PCA. In non-parametric models, Chen et al. [10] extended geodesic
active contours by using coupled shape prior knowledge. They constructed non-
probabilistic prior model from the training set of curves. Rousson and Paragios
et al. [11] proposed a variational method in level set framework which is en-
hanced by shape information, and the prior shape knowledge is represented by
a local Gaussian distribution model. Cremers et al. [12] assimilated non-linear
statistical shape model derived by performing kernel PCA along level set-based
Mumford-Shah segmentation. Cremers et al. [13] and Kim et al. [14] used non-
parametric density estimation for shape priors in the level set framework. In
summary, non-parametric level set curve evolution can match image boundaries
accurately but often suffer from local minima, and parametric level set curve
evolution uses statistical shape models, and it is more robust but less accurate
in matching object boundaries.

Integrating the advantages of both parametric and non-parametric level set
curve evolution methods, in this paper, we formulate the segmentation problem
using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework such that the overall energy
function consists of both the parametric and the non-parametric curve evolution
terms.Since the parametric statistical model-based curve evolution is constrained
by the shape priors that reflect the shape variability trained from available sam-
ples, the algorithm is robust and less affected by noise or low image contrast. On
the other hand, the non-parametric evolution energy term can handle infinite de-
gree of curve variations and helps us to achieve better accuracy than the method
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that only uses the parametric statistical models such as Tsai et al. [9]. In the op-
timization procedure of the joint curve evolution, both the parametric and non-
parametric energy terms are optimized iteratively. There are also recent works by
Rousson et al. [15] and Bresson et al. [16], which obey the same statistical model in
level set method. However, one important difference is that these methods directly
apply a PCA model to constrain the level set function while matching it with the
image features. Thus, the level set function is more constrained by the prior distri-
bution. On the other hand, our algorithm jointly uses two curves to match the ob-
ject shape in an iterative manner: one curve is represented by the level set function
(non-parametric curve) and another is represented by the statistical model (para-
metric model), according to the Bayesian framework. They jointly constrained via
a similarity measure between them in each iterative evolution. Finally, the non-
parametric level set curve is regarded as the final matching result since it is more
accurate as compared to the parametric curve. In experiments, the proposed algo-
rithm has been applied to segment the frontal horns of ventricles and putamens of
MR brain images. Experimental results show that the proposed joint curve evolu-
tion is as robust as Tsai et al. method [9], and it also yields more accurate matching
results by using manually marked curves as the gold standard.

2 Previous Methods

In this section, we briefly introduce the non-parametric and parametric curve
evolution algorithms that the joint curve evolution algorithm is built on.

2.1 Non-parametric Curve Evolution

In [8], Chan and Vese et al. proposed a non-parametric curve evolution method
by solving the Mumford Shah problem, called minimum partition. From the
variational analysis point of view, the basic idea of the algorithm is to find the
level set function φ of a given image I by minimizing the energy function,

Eimg(φ, I) =
∫

W

(I(x) − cW )2dx+
∫

Ω\W

(I(x) − c\W )2dx+ν
∫

Ω

| �H(φ)|, (1)

where ν is a constant, W ⊂ Ω is an open subset of image domain Ω. The level
set function φ divides the image domain Ω into two homogeneous regions W and
Ω\W . cW represents the average intensity of image within region W , and c\W is
the average intensity within regionΩ\W . It can be seen that this non-parametric
curve evolution algorithm uses region-based image features and infinite degree
of curve variation for image segmentation.

2.2 Parametric Model-Based Curve Evolution

In order to improve robustness, many statistical model-based methods have been
proposed to constrain the evolution of level set functions. Tsai et al. [9] integrated
parametric statistical shape modeling with the region-based curve evolution to
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drive the curve by using the statistical shape model as constraints. The shape
variability is estimated by performing PCA on the globally aligned level set
functions, and the major shape variation is then statistically reflected by the
changes along the principal components. Subsequently, a parametric level set
function Φ can be described as a function of the feature vector in the PCA
space, w, and the pose parameter p, reflecting a global transformation from
the shape space onto the image space (please refer to Eq.(3) for details). Then,
the associated energy functions (similar to Eq.(1)) can be minimized by finding
the optimal parameters ŵ and p̂, where ŵ is constrained by the PCA model.
The energy function can be defined as follows,

Eimg(w,p, I) = Su
2/Au + Sv

2/Av. (2)

Notice that the parametric level set function Φ is determined by w and p, and it
divides the image domain into two regions — inside Ru =

{
x ∈ �2 : Φ(x) < 0

}
and outside Rv =

{
x ∈ �2 : Φ(x) > 0

}
the zero level set curve, and the areas of

these two regions are Au =
∫

Ω H(−Φ[w,p](x))dx and Av =
∫

Ω H(Φ[w,p](x))dx
(H() is the regularized Heaviside function), and Su =

∫
Ω
I ·H(−Φ[w,p])dx and

Sv =
∫

Ω I ·H(Φ[w,p])dx are the total intensities of the two regions.

2.3 Statistical Models of Level Set Functions

The PCA-based statistical model of the level set functions can be constructed
according to [9]. First, all the N sample images are globally aligned onto the
standard shape space, and the level set functions of these aligned images are
{Φi}i=1,2,..,N . Then the PCA model is constructed using these N sample level
set functions. Notice that each level set function Φi is digitalized and re-arranged
into a 1D vector in order to perform PCA. For simplicity, we still use the same
symbol for both the original and the re-arranged level set functions. According
to PCA, a parametric level set function can be represented by,

Φ[w,p](x) = Φ̄(x̃) +
K∑

k=1

wkϕk(x̃), x̃ = T (p)x, (3)

where x̃ represents a point in the shape domain, and x is a point in the image
domain. T (p) is a global transformation matrix consisting of the translation vec-
tor t, the rotation matrix Rθ and the scaling factor χ. Φ̄ = 1/N(

∑N
n=1 Φi) is the

mean level set function, and ϕk is the kth eigenvector of the covariance matrix
of the N samples, and ψk is the corresponding eigenvalue. K largest eigenval-
ues (and corresponding eigenvectors) are chosen as the principal components to
statistically represent the major variations of the level set functions.

We constructed two kinds of statistical models in experiments: one for puta-
men shapes and the other for the shapes of ventricle frontal horns. Altogether,
13 images are used for training the putamen shape models. Fig.1 illustrates five
signed distance function(SDF)-based training samples of putamens, and Fig.2
(top row) gives the corresponding binary putamen shapes. These SDFs are used
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Fig. 1. Five training SDFs of 13 total samples for putamen shapes

Fig. 2. Five binary sample images for putamens (top) and ventricle shapes (bottom)

(a) −.25σ (b) −.13σ (c) Mean Shape (d) +.13σ (e) +.25σ

(f) −.56σ (g) −.28σ (h) Mean Shape (i) +.28σ (j) +.56σ

Fig. 3. Shapes by varying the weights for the first principal component (σ =
√
ψ1)

as the training samples in the PCA model. Four principal components are fi-
nally chosen, which can represent about 97.5% of the total energy of the space
spanned by the training set.

For constructing the statisticalmodel of ventricles,we used 14 training images as
the training data, and four principal components that fit 95.4% of the total energy
have been chosen. Fig.2 (bottom row) illustrates five samples of the binary images
of the ventricle shapes. Fig.3 illustrates the shapes reconstructed by varying the
weights for the first principal component of the PCA model. It can be seen that
the major shape changes have been captured by the first principal component.

3 Our Novel Joint Curve Evolution Algorithm

As stated in the introduction, non-parametric level set curve evolution can match
image boundaries accurately but often suffer from local minima, and parametric
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level set curve evolution is more robust by using statistical shape models but
might be less accurate in matching object boundaries. In this work, we propose
a new joint curve evolution algorithm by integrating the advantages of both
parametric and non-parametric level set curve evolution methods.

3.1 Joint Curve Evolution Using MAP Framework

Based on the principle of MAP, the object shape S in an input image I can be
estimated by,

Ŝ = arg max
S

{logP (S|I)}, (4)

where P (S|I) is the posteriori of the object shape. For parametric representation,
a shape can be calculated from its feature vector w based on the statistical
model described in Section 2.3, and we denote the parametric level set function
or parametric shape as Φ or Φ[w]; for non-parametric representation, the non-
parametric shape can be described by the level set function φ in the image
domain. In this work, the object shape that is jointly represented by both φ
and Φ (and hence w), i.e., S = (φ,w), and the task of segmentation can be
formulated by,

(φ̂, ŵ) = arg max
φ,w

{P (I|φ,w)P (φ|w)P (w)/P (I)}, (5)

where P (I|φ,w) is the probability of image I given (φ, w). P (w) determines
the shape prior explicitly, and P (φ|w) is the conditional probability which acts
as a bridge between the parametric and the non-parametric object shape rep-
resentations. It is worth noting that the parametric and non-parametric level
set functions, Φ and φ, represent different curves in the image domain. The
former is calculated from the statistical model and is more constrained by the
shape priors, and the latter can match the image boundaries better. The condi-
tional probability makes sure that these two shapes are close enough so that the
non-parametric shape φ (acts as the final result) is not only constrained by the
statistical model via w but also matches object boundaries accurately.

Assuming these probabilities are subject to Gibbs distribution, the joint object
shape can be obtained by minimizing the following energy function,

Etotal(φ,w) = Eimg(w, φ, I) + λpEprior(w) + λsEsimilarity(φ,w), (6)

where λp and λs are the weighting coefficients for the energy terms. The three
energy terms are described in detail as follows.

The first energy term Eimg reflects the matching degree between the joint
object shape (w, φ) and the image data, and it can be decoupled into two terms:
Eimg(w, φ, I) = Eimg(φ, I) + Eimg(w, I). The first term reflects the matching
degree between the non-parametric curve φ and the image I. The second term
reflects the matching degree between the parametric curve Φ[w] and the image
I, and it drives the parametric curve toward the object in the image. Therefore,
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the definition of the first term is similar the Eq.(1), and the second term is
similar to Eq.(2) (by assuming no global transformation). It can be seen that
the parametric shape Φ[w] is constrained by the statistical model and is more
robust in object matching, and the non-parametric shape φ can be used to
match any arbitrary smooth object shapes and is more accurate in matching
object boundaries.

The second energy term Eprior constrains the variations of the parametric
shape Φ[w] according to the prior distribution trained from sample shapes using
PCA. Using the statistical model built in Section 2.3, Eprior can be defined as,

Eprior(w) = wTΨ−1w, (7)

where Ψ is the diagonal matrix containing K largest eigenvalues, ψk, k = 1, ..,K,
according to the PCA model.

The third energy term Esimilarity reflects the difference between the paramet-
ric and non-parametric curves. Since the joint object shape S includes both the
parametric and non-parametric level set functions, Φ[w] and φ, it is necessary
to constrain them so that they represent similar shapes,

Esimilarity(φ,w) =
∫

Ω

(H(φ(x)) −H(Φ[w](x)))2dx, (8)

where Ω represents the image domain, and H() is the regularized Heaviside
function.

3.2 Curve Evolution with Pose Invariance

Section 3.1 does not consider the global transformations among the training
samples. In fact all the training samples can be globally aligned into a standard
shape domain before training the statistical model so that no variations of the
position of images have been included in the statistical model. Therefore, in this
subsection, by considering the pose parameter p between the standard shape
domain and the image domain, a parametric curve Φ can be represented by
(w,p), and thus we augment the proposed Bayesian formulation in Eq.(5) as,

(φ̂, ŵ, p̂) = arg max
φ,w,p

{P (I|φ,w,p)P (φ|w,p)P (w)P (p)/P (I)}
= arg max

φ,w,p
{P (I|φ,w,p)P (φ|w,p)P (w)}, (9)

by assuming that the distributions of φ and w are independent with that of
p, and p is subject to uniform distribution, the associated energy function is
defined as,

Etotal(φ,w,p) = Eimg(φ,w,p, I) + λpEprior(w) + λsEsimilarity(φ,w,p).(10)

Notice that the image energy term Eimg(φ,w,p, I) can also be decoupled into
two terms,

Eimg(φ,w,p, I) = Eimg(φ, I) + Eimg(w,p, I), (11)
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reflecting the matching degree between the non-parametric and parametric
curves and the image. In our implementation, we use Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) to cal-
culate the first term and the second term of Eq.(11), respectively.

3.3 Minimization of Energy Function

The energy function of Eq.(10) can be minimized by iteratively updating w, p
and φ using gradient descent method.

Updating w. First the parametric vector w can be updated by assuming that
p and φ are known. The gradient of Etotal with respect to w is,

�w Etotal = �wEimg + λp �w Eprior + λs �w Esimilarity . (12)

Since non-parametric contour φ is not related to w, based on Eq.(11), only Eq.(2)
is used to calculate the first term of Eq.(12). According to Eq.(7) and Eq.(8),
Eq.(12) can be calculated as,

�w Etotal =

[
−2(

Su

Au
�wSu +

Sv

Av
�wSv)+(

Su

Au
)2 �wAu+(

Sv

Av
)2 �wAv

]

+

[
Ψ−1w

]
+

[
2

∮
C

(
H(Φ[w,p] −H(φ)) �w Φ[w,p]

)
ds

]
. (13)

Notice that the last term is an integral along the zero level set curve C of Φ,
Su/Au is the average intensity in region Ru and Sv/Av is the average intensity
in region Rv. Term �wEtotal is interpreted as the parametric curve evolution of
the level set function.

Updating p. In the second step, the pose information p is updated by assuming
that w and φ are known and fixed, and the gradient of Etotal with respect to p
can be calculated as,

�p Etotal = �pEimg + λs �p Esimilarity , (14)

where

�p Eimg = (
Su

Au
)2 �p Au + (

Sv

Av
)2 �p Av − 2

Su

Au
�p Su − 2

Sv

Av
�p Sv, (15)

and Su, Sv, Av, Au are described in section 2.2 as the functions of Φ[w,p](x).
The second term of Eq.(14) can be calculated as,

�p Esimilarity = 2
∮

C

(
H(Φ[w,p] −H(φ)) �p Φ[w,p]

)
ds. (16)

Notice that this line integral is calculated along curve C of Φ and �pΦ[w,p](x)=
�x̃Φ[w,p] · (∂T

∂p x).
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Updating φ. The third step updates the non-parametric level set function φ
by fixing w and p. The gradient of the total energy with respect to φ is,

�φ Etotal = �φEimg + λs �φ Esimilarity . (17)

According to Eq.(11), only the non-parametric part of the energy function
Eimg(φ, I) is used to calculate the first term above. Therefore, the gradient
of �φEtotal with respect to φ is calculated as

�φ Etotal = δε(φ)
(
νdiv(

�φ
|�φ| ) − (I(x) − cW )2 + (I(x) − c\W )2

)

+λs

(
2

∮
C

(H(φ) −H(Φ[w,p]))ds
)
, (18)

where the last term is the integral calculated along the zero level set of Φ, i.e.,
curve C. Notice that �φEtotal represents non-parametric curve evolution of the
joint curve evolution.

The above three steps are iteratively performed in order to update the para-
metric curve representation Φ[w,p] as well as the non-parametric curve repre-
sentation φ until convergence.

4 Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed joint curve evolution algo-
rithm, in this section, we applied the algorithm to extract the ventricle frontal
horns and putamens from MR brain images. The reason that we choose these
two structures is that the boundaries of the ventricle frontal horn are very clear,
while the white matter/gray matter contrast of putamen boundaries is lower
compared to other anatomical structures of the brain. Thus we can fully evalu-
ate the performance of the algorithm under different conditions. The MR brain
images used in the experiments are obtained from the MRIcro website [17], and
prior to the experiments, corresponding slices from different images are selected
and the ventricle frontal horn and putamen shapes are manually marked to act
as both ground truth and training samples of the statistical models. Altogether,
we used 14 ventricle images and 13 putamen slices in the experiments, and the
pixel spacing of the images is 0.9375mm × 0.9375mm. Leave-one-out strategy
is used for training and testing the algorithms. In each iteration of the cross-
validation, the MR brain image of one subject is left out from the training data
that are used for training the statistical model, and is tested by using the joint
curve evolution algorithm trained on them. The validation iterates until all the
images are left out once and only once for testing. The average distance between
the resultant curve and the ground truth is then recorded, reflecting the accuracy
of the segmentation algorithm with respected to that testing image.

Fig. 4 illustrates the results for matching the ventricle frontal horns using our
methods on 14 test images, and Fig. 5 gives the matching results for putamens.
The initialization is done as follows. We manually indicate the location of the
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Fig. 4. All the 14 segmentation results for the ventricle frontal horns of MR images by
using the joint curve evolution algorithm with leave-one-out training strategy

Fig. 5. All the 13 segmentation results of putamens by using our proposed algorithm
with leave-one-out training strategy

objects (i.e., the visual estimate of the object center), and then rigidly shift the
mean shape to that location, acting as the initial curve. We performed more
than 3 initializations for each image, and the errors for manual estimation of the
object center are within the range of [-7mm, 7mm], and the proposed algorithm
obtained satisfactory results for all the tests with different initializations. The
results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 also indicate that the proposed algorithm is not only
effective for shapes with highly distinct boundaries such as the ventricles, but also
satisfactory with low contrast shapes such as the putamens. We also evaluated
the object matching performance by quantitatively comparing the results of the
proposed joint curve evolution and the parametric-only curve evolution (Tsai
method [9]) with the manual ground truth. For comparison purposes, the same
leave-one-out strategy was also used for Tsai method.
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Fig. 6. Comparison results for extracting the shapes of the ventricle frontal horn and
putamens corresponding to Fig.4 and Fig.5, respectively

Fig. 6 plots the segmentation errors for matching both putamens and ventri-
cles in all the testing images. It can be seen that the matching errors of the pro-
posed joint evolution algorithm are much lower than those of Tsai method. For
putamen, the average and standard deviation of our algorithm and Tsai method
are 0.95mm/0.24mm and 3.06mm/0.81mm, respectively; for ventricle segmen-
tation, they are 0.89mm/0.37mm and 1.59mm/0.76mm, respectively. Obviously
we obtained better segmentation accuracy for ventricles than putamens, which
is because that the boundaries of ventricles are much more clearer. In summary,
both visual and quantitative results indicate that the proposed joint curve evo-
lution algorithm is not only robust but also more accurate than the parametric
curve evolution method for medical image segmentation.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a joint curve evolution algorithm for medical image segmen-
tation. In this algorithm, both parametric and non-parametric curve evolution
methods are employed based on the Bayesian framework to extract object shapes
using level set functions. As a result, the algorithm has the advantages of both
parametric and non-parametric curve evolution. It is as robust as the statistical
model-based parametric curve evolution algorithm and at the same time, yields
more accurate segmentation results. In the future work, we will extend our algo-
rithm to match various anatomical structures in 3D medical images and improve
the algorithm so that it can be used to segment multiple objects simultaneously.
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